Indoor trackmen take NE Division III title

By Christopher Y. Kim
LEWISTON, ME - In a sun-
ning day, the MIT indoor track team successfully defended their indoor New England Divi-

sion III title yesterday at Bates College. The Engineers broke the title for the New En-
geine. The coaches commented that maybe Holterman shouldn't trains at all.

Despite a pulled hamstring, Scott Garrett '86 put in an im-
pressive Engineer effort in the 55-

meter high hurdles. He rejoined his hamstring in the process of qualifying for the final heat. Gar-

rett's unexpected second place finish in the final was a bonus eight points for the Engineers.

Co-captain Dan Lim '84 ran a strong race in the 400-meter dash
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A comeback falls,

Tech women fall

By Alison C. Morgan
In the end, the coach, still
numb, said, "They showed a lot of char-
macters." Smith College defeated the
MIT women's basketball team in the first round of the New En-
gean Women's Six Championship, but not before the Engineers put
their hearts and sneakers to the floor in an emotional comeback that came up just short.

In the final seven minutes, the Engineers stretched their way out of a 15-point hole that they had dug for themselves, only to hear
the final buzzer cut short their tournament hopes.

Smith's fluorescent-yellow uni-

forms blazed all of MIT's short-
takers, who sank but 22 percent of their shots. The sole exception was "Amazing" Grace Saccardo '86, who, with a hot hand, scored a season high 20 points.

Saccardo: she is like a coach
on the floor, a clutch player, one
who can play back, in her mind, the intricate details of a game played.

MIT scored the first points of the game on a fast break layup by Saccardo off an assist from Martha Beverage '87. MIT caused a turnover and Saccardo scored again on a jumper from the foul line and MIT led, 4-0.

Smith's Michele Gregorin hit two consecutive rainbows from the corner to tie the game. Then, suddenly, the Engineers became blockers. They kept clamping the ring, then Smith switched yet another from the corner.

Coach Jean Heiney: "The ball just wouldn't go in.

"Stacy Thompson '86: at 5'4", she is the shortest contributor off the bench, quiet in manner and

wrapped to the hill in Ace bandages.

Saccardo was good for two to
five points a game during the first two quarters. However, in the third quarter, she scored 13 points, including seven points from the foul line, and MIT led, 46-37.

Saccardo was good for two to
five points a game during the first two quarters. However, in the third quarter, she scored 13 points, including seven points from the foul line, and MIT led, 46-37.

As Saccardo scored, MIT scored only seven points. By the end of the quarter, Smith had pulled within nine points of MIT, 51-42.

In the fourth quarter, the Engineers went on a 16-point scoring run, led by Judi Smith, who sank but six of her 14 shots for 14 points. By the end of the quarter, the Engineers had pulled ahead, 64-54.

Coach Jean Heiney: "The ball just wouldn't go in.

"It was 'Amazing' Grace Saccardo
of their shots. The sole exception won the title four out of the sea-
ters, who sank but 22 percent

match, not expected in the other
field events. Glenn Hopkins '87 had a good performance in com-

parison with previous weeks and
jumped to fifth place in the high

To come, since there was no way to

Fortune didn't look kindly

At 5'4", she is the shortest contributor off the bench, quiet in manner and

wrapped to the hill in Ace bandages.

Saccardo was good for two to
five points a game during the first two quarters. However, in the third quarter, she scored 13 points, including seven points from the corner to tie the game. Then, suddenly, the Engineers became blockers. They kept clamping the ring, then Smith switched yet another from the corner.

The Engineers didn't perform
as well as expected in the other
field events. Glenn Hopkins '87 had a good performance in com-

parison with previous weeks and
jumped to fifth place in the high

Take it to the limit.

Men's volleyball takes
revenge over Dartmouth

By Mike Rezler
The men's volleyball team averaged its only loss of the sea-

son by downing Dartmouth 3-1 on Sunday in Rockwell Cage.

Dartmouth was the third of the two teams, 3-2, at Dartmouth on Feb. 1. This time, the Engineers completely shut down the Dartmouth offense, winning the games by scores of

15-3, 15-7, 15-5.

MIT fell behind 6-1 early in the first game but the Engineers responded with 14 unanswered points. Young Soo Ha '87 fueled the scoring surge with a series of jump serve winners, as the Engineers won the first game, 15-6, 15-7, 15-5.

The first game proved to be as much the same fashion as the second. The Engineers' blocking continued to stifle Dartmouth's hitters. Sang Hoon Han '86 and Scott Baird '87 matched his sets among the MIT hitters, confusing the Dartmouth blockers.

The team's record now stands at 5-4. The men's matches are to-

night at Harvard and Thursday night against Springfield.

(Though note: Mike Rezler '86 is a member of the men's var-

ity volleyball team.)